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	NOTE: We currently ship orders to Europe (including Turkey, but excluding Russia), to the Americas (North, Center and South), Australia and New Zealand. For delivery addresses in other parts of the world, please get in touch using our contact form.

Below you can find our releases in chronological order, with the most recent publications listed first. (You can change sort order and criterion using the drop-down menu provided). You can also download free of charge our 32-page information brochure on Holocaust revisionism that doubles as our book catalogue. We hope you’ll enjoy browsing our site. It comes only with prices in British Pound Sterling, and features only English-language books.






Holocaust Handbooks

Always Hot: The world’s leading series of Holocaust research, uncompromisingly exact, scientifically accurate, and politically incorrect! None of the many contributing authors paid tribute to the Mother of all Taboos, because doing so would be the antithesis of a scholarly attitude. We offer the complete set of this trailblazing series at a steep discount. Learn more…
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	The First Holocaust

Supported with many publications, in particular from The New York Times, the author shows that between 1890 and the late 1920s, mainly American Jewish organizations were claiming that up to six million Jews(!) would suffer terribly in Eastern Europe and would face a holocaust if they did not receive massive aid… Sixth edition of 2024.
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	Sale!
	Dissecting the Holocaust (HH1) | Multimedia Bundle

	£102.00 £80.00
Dissecting the Holocaust applies state-of-the-art scientific techniques and classic methods of detection to investigate the alleged murder of millions of Jews by Germans during World War II. In 24 contributions of each ca. 30 pages, the 17 authors dissect generally accepted paradigms of the ‘Holocaust’. It reads as exciting as a crime novel. This is the intellectual adventure of the 21st Century… Get all the formats available at a 20% discount when you buy this bundle.
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	Sale!
	Auschwitz: A Three-Quarter Century of Propaganda | Multimedia Bundle

	£25.50 £20.00
This book gives an overview of the many rumors, myths and lies about Auschwitz spread during and right after the war, which mainstream historians today reject as untrue. It then explains by which ridiculous methods some claims about Auschwitz were accepted as true and turned into “history,” although they are just as untrue.  Get all the formats available at a 20% discount when you buy this bundle.
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	Auschwitz: Tres Cuartos de Siglo de Propaganda

	£4.00 – £11.50
Este libro ofrece una visión general de los numerosos rumores, mitos y mentiras sobre Auschwitz, difundidos durante la guerra y justo después de ella, que los historiadores convencionales rechazan hoy como falsos. A continuación, explica por qué métodos ridículos algunas afirmaciones sobre Auschwitz se aceptaron como ciertas y se convirtieron en “historia”, aunque son igual de falsas.
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	Breaking the Spell

	From: £0.00
7th edition of February 2024! Breaking the Spell shows that “witness statements” supporting the human gas chamber narrative clearly clash with the available scientific data. The author juxtaposes the commonly accepted ideas about a Nazi extermination policy toward the Jews with a wide array of mostly unchallenged, but usually unmentioned evidence pointing in a quite different direction, among them most notably German radio messages from the concentration camps intercepted and decrypted by the British…
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	Sale!
	Holocaust Handbooks (PDF)

	£300.00 £100.00
All volumes of our prestigious series Holocaust Handbooks, as interactive PDF files, in one zip file at a discount! This ambitious, growing series addresses various angles of the “Holocaust” of the WWII era. Most of them are based on decades of research from archives all over the world. They are heavily footnoted and referenced. In contrast to most other works on this issue, the tomes of this series approach its topic with profound academic scrutiny and a critical attitude. Any Holocaust aficionado ignoring this series will remain oblivious to some of the most important research in the field. These books are designed to both convince the common reader as well as academics. For the volumes contained in this bundle, see the list of individual volumes below.


Add to cart



	
	Dissecting the Holocaust

	From: £0.00
Dissecting the Holocaust applies state-of-the-art scientific technique and classic methods of detection to investigate the alleged murder of millions of Jews by Germans during World War II. In 24 contributions of each ca. 30 pages, the 17 authors dissect generally accepted paradigms of the ‘Holocaust’. It reads as exciting as a crime novel. This is the intellectual adventure of the 21st Century…
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	Love

	£8.00 – £24.00
Rudolf’s autobiography on the sensual and emotional aspects of his life: love, affection, romance and erotica, as well as the lack of it. It tells about his human relationships with parents, siblings, friends and girlfriends, wives and children, and pets; about his trials and tribulations as a husband, and most importantly as a father of five children. This book might assist many readers to understand themselves, and to help resolve relationship conflicts. It is an account filled with both humility and humor.
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	Auschwitz Engineers in Moscow

	From: £0.00
After the war, the Soviets arrested four leading engineers of the Topf Company. Among other things, they had planned and supervised the construction of the Auschwitz cremation furnaces and the ventilation systems of the rooms said to have served as homicidal gas chambers. Between 1946 and 1948, Soviet officials conducted numerous interrogations with them. This work analyzes them by putting them into the context of the vast documentation on these and related facilities. The appendix contains all translated interrogation protocols.
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	Holocaust Encyclopedia

	£24.00 – £80.00
This encyclopedia gives you an uncensored and unconstrained look at all the pertinent evidence that upholds the orthodox Holocaust narrative: the true, the false, and the mendacious. It also exposes the various forces and influences that have dictated how this narrative was formed, and how it is protected from skeptical prying eyes. If you ever wanted to understand the postwar world we live in, this is a good starting point. Learn about the biggest propaganda campaign mankind has ever seen, and how it braced the postwar world psychologically. This encyclopedia gives you all the information you ever wanted, and information you didn’t even know exists, right at your fingertips. The book has 634 pages, 579 entries, 357 illustrations, an introduction, bibliography, and a names index (printed version only).

Download our promotion flyer for this Encyclopedia here, or watch our 30-minute introduction to this fine tome:

https://armreg.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2024/02/HolocaustEncyclopedia-AnIntroduction-hb27.mp4

Available Versions

eBook or Print Book

If you are an internet blogger or writer and plan on quoting text from the encyclopedia in your blogs and articles, or if you are a researcher or aficionado who wants to locate items by searching for them electronically, we recommend you purchase an eBook version. If you prefer owning a physical book, want to display it proudly on your bookshelf, plan on showing it off or have others leaf through it, you will be better served with a printed edition.

Hardback or Paperback

This is a large and heavy book. A paperback cover will not support it well, hence it will sag and deform over time when standing upright on a shelf. If you want it to maintain its shape under such circumstances, it is better to purchase the sturdy hardcover edition, which costs us only $5 (b&w) or $3 more to produce than the paperback edition. We pass on that production surcharge with no additional markup of our own, to help you make that reasonable upgrade – a tiny investment well worth its price.

Color or Black & White

Most photos of the WWII era are in black and white. Hence, only 101 of the 357 illustration in this book are color illustrations, and they are scattered throughout. Printing the book in color throughout, even though only some 28% of all illustrations are in color, will still render the remaining 72% of illustration in black and white. However, color printing requires a better paper stock, and increases production costs by well over $20 per copy. You decide whether it is worth the additional cost. If you opt for a color edition, please be aware that 72% of all illustrations will still be in black and white! (Note that all eBooks are in color throughout, wherever there is any color.)

(For delivery addresses not covered by this shop, please place your order at www.NukeBook.org)

Select your preferred format below.
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	Politics of Slave Labor

	From: £0.00
The deportation of the Hungarian Jews to Auschwitz in May-July 1944 is said to have been the pinnacle of this camp’s extermination frenzy, topped off in August of that year by the extermination of Jews deported from the Lodz Ghetto. This book gathers and explains all the evidence available on both events. In painstaking research, the author proves almost on a person-by-person level what the fate was of many of the Jews deported from Hungary or the Lodz Ghetto. He demonstrates that these Jews were deported to serve as slave laborers in the Third Reich’s collapsing war economy. There is no trace of any extermination of any of these Jews.
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	The Book of the Shulchan Aruch

	£5.00 – £13.00
Perhaps no book is less known, yet more important, than the Shulchan Aruch.

Most people have heard of the Talmud – that compendium of Jewish laws, and thus the essence of Judaism. The Talmud, however, is vast and largely inscrutable for non-Jews. Fortunately, back in the mid-1500s, a Jewish rabbi named Joseph Karo decided to create a condensed, compact version of the Talmud. He called it ‘the set table’: the Shulchan Aruch.

Most of the Shulchan Aruch deals with inter-Jewish laws, but a fair number of passages discuss non-Jews – the Gentiles, or in less polite terms, the ‘goyim.’ As it happens, the laws of Judaism hold Gentiles in very low regard; they can be cheated, lied to, abused, even killed, if it serves Jewish interests. Jewish supremacy reigns throughout the Talmud and the Shulchan Aruch.

In Weimar Germany, a German scholar of religion and the Hebrew language named Erich Bischoff decided to write a summary and analysis of this most-important of books. In 1929, he published Das Buch vom Schulchan Aruch – the present work is translated from the 1942 edition. Never before or since has a knowledgeable scholar conducted such an honest and critical study. Here, we see many dark corners of the Jewish religion exposed; here, we see exactly how Jews view the contemptible goyim.

This book is invaluable for all those interested in cutting through the fog and obscurity of the Talmud, and in getting to the heart of Jewish thinking and Jewish attitudes: the Shulchan Aruch.
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	Sale!
	The Complete Thomas Dalton Bundle (Paperback)

	£153.00 £120.00
Being some of the most highly sought-after titles in our catalog, we have compiled all 7 books we carry by Dr. Thomas Dalton into one convenient and cost-effective collection. Whether you’re looking to build your library or have extra copies to give out to those you’re endeavoring to educate, it’s never been a better time to get your hands on these highly regarded books! (Bulk discounts available.)
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	The Real Auschwitz Chronicle (2 Volumes)

	From: £0.00
Nagging is easy. We actually did a better job! That which is missing in Czech’s Chronicle is included here: day after day of the camp’s history, documents are presented showing that it could not have been an extermination camp: tens of thousands of sick and injured inmates were cared for medically with huge efforts, and the camp authorities tried hard to improve the initially catastrophic hygienic conditions. Part Two contains data on transports, camp occupancy and mortality figures. For the first time, we find out what this camps’ real death toll was. Set of two volumes.
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	The Dissolution of Eastern European Jewry

	From: £0.00
How many Jews fell victim to Nazi persecution? Sanning relies on the results of population censuses and other, mostly Jewish accounts. Result: there are some 200,000 Jews missing who cannot be accounted for by normal wartime events. Second edition of a hitherto unchallenged revisionist classic…
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	Lectures on the Holocaust

	From: £0.00
A compendium of past and present controversies about the mainstream Holocaust narrative. A comprehensive, up-to-date overview of the critical research into the Holocaust: physical traces, forensic examinations, document analysis, critique of witness testimony. Fourth, updated edition of 2023.
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	Sale!
	The Ultimate Holocaust On Trial Bundle (Paperback)

	£139.00 £120.00
Discover the whole story about the 1985 and subsequent 1988 trials of Ernst Zündel. The original pair of books are now together in this exciting bundle at a reduced price, along with book “The Holocaust on Trial” which is the Herculean struggle of Ernst Zündel, as narrated by himself. Save $25 on this bundle.


Add to cart



	
	
	Sale!
	The Holocaust On Trial Bundle (Paperback)

	£108.00 £100.00
Discover the whole story about the 1985 and subsequent 1988 trials of Ernst Zündel. Both books are now together in this exciting bundle at a reduced price.


Add to cart



	
	The Neuengamme and Sachsenhausen Gas Chambers

	From: £0.00
The evaluation of many interrogation protocols exposes inconsistencies, discrepancies and contradictions. British interrogating techniques are revealed as manipulative, threatening and mendacious. Finally, technical absurdities of gas-chambers and mass-gassing claims unmask these tales as a mere regurgitation of hearsay stories from other camps, among them foremost Auschwitz.
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	Ulysses’s Lie

	£8.00 – £24.00
Holocaust revisionism began with this book: Frenchman Rassinier, a pacifist and socialist, was sent first to Buchenwald Camp in 1944, then to Dora-Mittelbau. Here he reports from his own experience how the prisoners turned each other’s imprisonment into hell without being forced to do so. In the second part, Rassinier analyzes the books of former fellow prisoners, and shows how they lied and distorted in order to hide their complicity. First complete English edition, including Rassinier’s prologue, Albert Paraz’s preface, and press reviews.
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	The Dachau Gas Chamber

	From: £0.00
This study investigates whether the alleged homicidal gas chamber at the infamous Dachau Camp could have been operational. Could this gas chamber have fulfilled its alleged function to kill people as assumed by mainstream historians? Or does the evidence point to an entirely different purpose? This study reviews witness reports and finds that many claims are nonsense or technically impossible. As many layers of confounding misunderstandings and misrepresentations are peeled away, we discover the core of what the truth was concerning the existence of this gas chamber.
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	Sale!
	The Rudolf Bundle (Paperback)

	£375.00 £300.00
Own every title in our catalog from the prescient pen of our own resident revisionist, Germar Rudolf, in this book bundle. It includes the body of Rudolf’s own research into World War II and the Holocaust, and tomes chronicling his personal odyssey, allowing the reader to better understand what drives a man to ask difficult questions that few were willing to ask, and to do what is right by the answers that are found, no matter what the cost.
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	Up Close and Personal

	£6.00 – £28.00
An autobiographical text that takes us on a dizzying journey through various aspects of the author’s life, thus bringing us very close to the personal Germar with all his trials and tribulations. Full-color edition with many color illustrations.
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	Mis-Chronicling Auschwitz

	From: £0.00
Danuta Czech’s Auschwitz Chronicle is a reference book for the history of Auschwitz. Mattogno has compiled a long list of misrepresentations, outright lies and deceptions contained in it. This mega-fraud needs to be retired from the ranks of Auschwitz sources.
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	Sale!
	Sonderkommando Auschwitz Trilogy (Vols. I, II & III)

	£73.00 £70.00
This trilogy of profound source criticism is essential to all those who want to understand the propaganda origins of the Auschwitz gas-chamber narrative. The witness testimonies thoroughly scrutinized in these three books are the very foundation upon which that myth was erected that homicidal gas chambers existed during World War II at the infamous Auschwitz Camp.
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	Sonderkommando Auschwitz III

	From: £0.00
In 1995, under the title We Wept without Tears, Yad-Vashem Historian Gideon Greif published a collection of interviews he had recently conducted with former Auschwitz inmates who claimed to have been members of the “Sonderkommando”. This book critically reviews the statements made by these inmates (Josef Sackar, Abraham and Szlama Dragon, Jaakov Gabai, Shaul Chasan and Leon Cohen). In addition, the memoirs published in the 1990s and early 2000s by Shlomo Venezia and of a number of Greek Jews, all of whom claimed to have been members of the “Sonderkommando,” are being critically reviewed.
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	“The Destruction of the European Jews”

	£5.00 – £20.00
This outstanding short study provides a merciless demolition of the central claims of the Holocaust thesis by way of a probing examination of Raul Hilberg’s canonical The Destruction of the European Jews. By narrowing his focus to those pages in Destruction that deal directly with the plans, program, methods, and numerical results of the alleged Nazi mass murder of the Jews, Swiss researcher Graf relentlessly exposes the weakness and, often, absurdity of the best evidence for the extermination program, the gas chambers, and anything like the six million death toll. Giant can be devastatingly funny in its deconstruction of Hilberg’s flimsy attempts to portray mass gassing and cremation at Auschwitz and Treblinka; its focused brevity makes this book both an excellent introduction and a fine refresher course on the essentials of the revisionist case.
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	The Holocaust on Trial

	£12.00 – £31.00
A book on the legacy of Ernst Zündel, with a focus on the evidence presented during the Second Zündel Trial in Toronto in 1988. In this book, you can read all about the Herculean struggle of Ernst Zündel, as narrated by himself. It contains a brief autobiography, an overview of the evidence presented during the First Zündel Trial, detailed summaries of the testimonies heard during the Second Zündel Trial, and a description of the trial’s aftermath.
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	The Day Amazon Murdered Free Speech

	£5.00 – £20.00
Amazon is the world’s biggest book retailer. They rake in some 50% of all consumer spending on books in the U.S., and dominate several foreign markets as well. Pursuant to the 1998 declaration of Amazon’s founder Jeff Bezos to offer “the good, the bad and the ugly,” customers once could buy every book that was…
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	Sonderkommando Auschwitz II

	From: £0.00
Among mainstream historians, the Auschwitz survivor and former member of the so-called “Sonderkommando” Henryk Tauber is one of the most important witnesses about the alleged gas chambers inside the crematoria of the Auschwitz-Birkenau Camp, because right at the war’s end, he made several extremely detailed depositions about what he claims to have experienced there. The same is true for Szlama Dragon, only he claims to have worked at the so-called “bunkers” of Birkenau, two makeshift gas chambers just outside the camp perimeter. This study thoroughly scrutinizes these two key testimonies.
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	Auschwitz: The First Gassing

	From: £0.00
The first gassing of human beings in Auschwitz is claimed to have occurred on Sept. 3, 1941. The accounts reporting it are the archetypes for all later gassing accounts. This study exhibits the sources about this alleged event and analyzes them critically. It shows that these sources contradict each other in every essential point, rendering it impossible to extract a consistent story. Original wartime documents inflict a final blow to the tale of the first homicidal gassing…
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	Sale!
	The Bungled Bundle (Paperback)

	£71.00 £60.00
Do you want to read how revisionists have caught mainstream Holocaust scholars over and over again with egg in their faces? For a special discount, we have bundled up four books doing just that…
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	Holocaust Skepticism

	From: £0.00
This 20-page brochure introduces the novice to the concept of Holocaust revisionism, and answers 20 tough questions, among them: What does Holocaust revisionism claim? Why should I take Holocaust revisionism more seriously than the claim that the earth is flat? How about the testimonies by survivors and confessions by perpetrators?
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	The Holocaust: Facts versus Fiction

	From: £0.00
This concise information brochure explains the most-important revisionist arguments about the Holocaust on 32 pages. It contains plenty of references to further reading, with most of the titles mentioned being accessible free of charge. It doubles as our book catalogue, as all of our books are introduced in it while we explain what relevance each books has in the greater picture of reexamining history. You can download this brochure as an interactive PDF file right here free of charge, or put this free eBrochure into your shopping basket and get a download link in an email after checking out. A print edition may be issued later. Note that the brochure’s cover is made of plain paper rather than cardboard, as it is designed as an inexpensive, lightweight promotion brochure. Please also note that this brochure is not protected by copyright. New customers who order printed material from us will receive a free copy of this brochure with their order, once we have it printed.
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	The Einsatzgruppen in the Occupied Eastern Territories (2 Volumes)

	From: £0.00
Before invading the Soviet Union, the German authorities set up special units meant to secure the area behind the German front. Orthodox historians claim that these unites called Einsatzgruppen primarily engaged in rounding up and mass-murdering Jews. This study sheds a critical light into this topic by reviewing all the pertinent sources as well as material traces. It reveals on the one hand that original war-time documents do not fully support the orthodox genocidal narrative, and on the other that most post-“liberation” sources such as testimonies and forensic reports are steeped in Soviet atrocity propaganda and thus utterly unreliable. In addition, material traces of the claimed massacres are rare due to an attitude of collusion by governments and Jewish lobby groups. Set of two volumes.
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	Hitler’s Revolution

	£12.00 – £26.50
Adolf Hitler transformed Germany within four years from a bankrupt nation to Europe’s power house. How was that possible? This study does away with the dense web of defamations surrounding this controversial individual. It challenges the orthodox version of history. It is written for all those who feel that something is missing in the usual presentations.
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	Sale!
	The Cremation Furnaces of Auschwitz (3 Volumes) Paperback

	£112.00 £108.00
All three volumes of this exhaustive technical study of cremation technology in general and of the cremation furnaces used at Auschwitz and Birkenau in particular. Next to the alleged “gas chambers,” these furnaces are claimed to have been the main “weapon of crime” said to have destroyed the traces of up to a million murdered individuals. On a sound and thoroughly documented base of technical literature, extant wartime documents and material traces, Mattogno reveals the true hygienic function, i.e. the benign nature of the cremation furnaces of Auschwitz… Note that the eBook version of this item, available as an option of Part 1, History and Technology, contains all three parts of the set!
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	The Cremation Furnaces of Auschwitz. Part 3: Photographs

	£41.00
Part 3 (Photographs) of this exhaustive technical study of cremation technology in general and of the cremation furnaces used at Auschwitz and Birkenau in particular. Next to the alleged “gas chambers,” these furnaces are claimed to have been the main “weapon of crime” said to have destroyed the traces of up to a million murdered individuals. On a sound and thoroughly documented base of technical literature, extant wartime documents and material traces, Mattogno reveals the true hygienic function, i.e. the benign nature of the cremation furnaces of Auschwitz… (For purchasing the ebook version, visit Part 1 of this set, or the bundle featuring them all.) Click here for the whole set of all three parts at a discount. 
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	The Cremation Furnaces of Auschwitz. Part 2: Documents

	£35.00
Part 2 (Documents) of this exhaustive technical study of cremation technology in general and of the cremation furnaces used at Auschwitz and Birkenau in particular. Next to the alleged “gas chambers,” these furnaces are claimed to have been the main “weapon of crime” said to have destroyed the traces of up to a million murdered individuals. On a sound and thoroughly documented base of technical literature, extant wartime documents and material traces, Mattogno reveals the true hygienic function, i.e. the benign nature of the cremation furnaces of Auschwitz… (For purchasing the ebook version, visit Part 1 of this set, or the bundle featuring them all.) Click here for the whole set of all three parts at a discount. 
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	The Cremation Furnaces of Auschwitz. Part 1: History and Technology

	From: £0.00
Part 1 (Text) of this exhaustive technical study of cremation technology in general and of the cremation furnaces used at Auschwitz and Birkenau in particular. Next to the alleged “gas chambers,” these furnaces are claimed to have been the main “weapon of crime” said to have destroyed the traces of up to a million murdered individuals. On a sound and thoroughly documented base of technical literature, extant wartime documents and material traces, Mattogno reveals the true hygienic function, i.e. the benign nature of the cremation furnaces of Auschwitz… Note that the ebook formats (PDF and ePub) contain ALL THREE PARTS of this work. Click here for the whole set of all three parts at a discount. 
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	The “Operation Reinhardt” Camps Treblinka, Sobibór, Bełżec

	From: £0.00
As an update and upgrade to the Volumes 8, 9 and 19 of this series, this study has its first focus on witness testimonies recorded during the war and its aftermath, thus demonstrating how the myth of the “extermination camps” was created. The second part of this book acquaints us with the various archeological efforts made by mainstream scholars in their attempt to prove that the myth based on testimonies is true. The third part compares the findings of the second part with what we ought to expect, and reveals the chasm that exists between archeologically proven facts and mythological requirements.
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	Deliveries of Coke, Wood and Zyklon B to Auschwitz

	From: £0.00
Researchers from the Auschwitz Museum tried to prove the reality of mass extermination by pointing to documents about deliveries of wood and coke as well as Zyklon B to the Auschwitz Camp. If put into the actual historical and technical context, however, as is done by this study, these documents prove the exact opposite of what those orthodox researchers claim.
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	Bungled: “The Destruction of the European Jews”

	From: £0.00
Raul Hilberg’s magnum opus The Destruction of the European Jews is an orthodox standard work on the Holocaust. But how does Hilberg support his thesis that Jews were murdered en masse? He rips documents out of their context, distorts their content, misinterprets their meaning, and ignores entire archives. He only refers to “useful” witnesses, quotes fragments out of context, and conceals the fact that his witnesses are lying through their teeth. Lies and deceits permeate Hilberg’s book.
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	Sonderkommando Auschwitz I

	From: £0.00
To this day, the 1979 book Auschwitz Inferno by former Auschwitz inmate and putative Sonderkommando member Filip Müller has a great influence both on the popular perception of Auschwitz and on historians trying to probe this camp’s history. This book critically analyzes Müller’s various post-war writings, which are full of exaggerations, falsehoods and plagiarized text passages. The author also scrutinizes the testimonies of eight other former Sonderkommando members who similarly lack regard for exactitude and truth: Dov Paisikovic, Stanisław Jankowski, Henryk Mandelbaum, Ludwik Nagraba, Joshuah Rosenblum, Aaron Pilo, David Fliamenbaum and Samij Karolinskij.
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	Rudolf Reder versus Kurt Gerstein

	From: £0.00
Only two witnesses have ever testified substantially about the alleged Belzec Extermination Camp: The survivor Rudolf Reder and the SS man Kurt Gerstein. Gerstein’s various depositions have been a hotspot of revisionist critique for decades. It is now discredited even among orthodox historians. They use Reder’s testimony to fill the void, yet his statements are just as absurd. This study thoroughly scrutinizes Reder’s various statements, critically revisits Gerstein’s various depositions, and then compares these two testimonies which are at once similar in some respects, but incompatible in others.
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	The Making of the Auschwitz Myth

	From: £0.00
2nd, corrected edition. In this study, Carlo Mattogno shows how the myth of gas-chamber mass murder was created during the war and in the immediate postwar period, and how it has been turned subsequently into “history” by intellectually corrupt scholars who cherry-picked claims that fit into their political agenda and ignored or actively covered up literally thousands of lies of “witnesses” to make their narrative look credible. Carlo Mattogno has created yet another masterpiece of historical analysis of all the relevant source material upon which the orthodox Auschwitz narrative is based. And ist effect is devastating for the orthodoxy…
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	Curated Lies

	From: £0.00
The Auschwitz Museum is a mendacious organization, lying about the true nature of the Auschwitz camp both to millions of tourists – most egregious with manipulations to its main exhibit, the ‘Old Krematorium’ in the Auschwitz Main Camp – and to serious scholars – by way of obfuscating the true nature and meaning of documents in its archives. Here is the proof.
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	Streicher, Rosenberg, and the Jews

	£10.00 – £26.50
If we want to understand the origins of the current mainstream narrative on the Holocaust, we need to go back to the beginnings to the International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg. During that trial, the “Jewish Question” took center stage for the defendants Alfred Rosenberg and Julius Streicher. Here is a critically commented look into how the prosecution and the defense argued their cases.
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					The First Holocaust

		Select options










	
		
	
		
			
					Dissecting the Holocaust (HH1) | Multimedia Bundle

		 £102.00 £80.00

		Select options






	
		
	
		
			
					Auschwitz: A Three-Quarter Century of Propaganda | Multimedia Bundle

		 £25.50 £20.00

		Select options






	
		
	
		
			
					Auschwitz: Tres Cuartos de Siglo de Propaganda

		 £4.00 – £11.50

		Select options






	
		
	
		
			
					Breaking the Spell

		 From: £0.00

		Select options






	
		
	
		
			
					Holocaust Handbooks (PDF)

		 £300.00 £100.00

		Add to cart






	
		
	
		
			
					Dissecting the Holocaust

		 From: £0.00

		Select options






	
		
	
		
			
					Love

		 £8.00 – £24.00

		Select options






	
		
	
		
			
					Auschwitz Engineers in Moscow

		 From: £0.00

		Select options






	
		
	
		
			
					Holocaust Encyclopedia

		 £24.00 – £80.00

		Select options






	
		
	
		
			
					Politics of Slave Labor

		 From: £0.00

		Select options






	
		
	
		
			
					The Book of the Shulchan Aruch

		 £5.00 – £13.00

		Select options






	
		
	
		
			
					The Complete Thomas Dalton Bundle (Paperback)

		 £153.00 £120.00

		Add to cart






	
		
	
		
			
					The Real Auschwitz Chronicle (2 Volumes)

		 From: £0.00

		Select options






	
		
	
		
			
					The Dissolution of Eastern European Jewry

		 From: £0.00

		Select options
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					The First Holocaust

		Select options









	
		
	
		
			
					Dissecting the Holocaust (HH1) | Multimedia Bundle

		 £102.00 £80.00

		Select options






	
		
	
		
			
					Auschwitz: A Three-Quarter Century of Propaganda | Multimedia Bundle

		 £25.50 £20.00

		Select options






	
		
	
		
			
					Breaking the Spell

		 From: £0.00

		Select options






	
		
	
		
			
					Holocaust Handbooks (PDF)

		 £300.00 £100.00

		Add to cart






	
		
	
		
			
					Dissecting the Holocaust

		 From: £0.00

		Select options






	
		
	
		
			
					Holocaust Encyclopedia

		 £24.00 – £80.00

		Select options






	
		
	
		
			
					Lectures on the Holocaust

		 From: £0.00

		Select options






	
		
	
		
			
					Debating the Holocaust

		 £10.00 – £28.00

		Select options






	
		
	
		
			
					Goebbels on the Jews

		 £8.00 – £24.50

		Select options






	
		
	
		
			
					The Jewish Hand in the World Wars

		 £6.00 – £20.00

		Select options






	
		
	
		
			
					Hitler on the Jews

		 £7.00 – £22.50

		Select options






	
		
	
		
			
					Auschwitz: A Three-Quarter Century of Propaganda

		 £4.00 – £11.50

		Select options






	
		
	
		
			
					Tell the Truth & Shame the Devil

		 £12.00 – £27.50

		Select options






	
		
	
		
			
					Bungled: “Denying the Holocaust”

		 £6.00 – £18.50

		Select options
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